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Abstract

A Conditional Random Field is a mathe-
matical model for sequences that is similar
in many ways to a Hidden Markov Model,
but is discriminative rather than genera-
tive in nature. In this paper, we explore
the application of the CRF model to ASR
processing of discriminative phonetic fea-
tures by building a system that performs
first-pass phonetic recognition using dis-
criminatively trained phonetic features.
With this system, we show that this CRF
model trained on only monophone labels
achieves an accuracy level in a phone
recognition task that is close to that of an
HMM model that has been trained on tri-
phone labels.

1 Introduction

In traditional Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
processing, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used
to model the probability that a given input speech
signal is the result of a given utterance. First, the
speech signal is transformed through a process of
feature extraction into a vector of features. Next, the
feature vector is associated with a particular acoustic
model of speech through the use of a Gaussian Mix-
ture Model (GMM). The output of these GMMs pro-
vide information to the HMM which has been pre-
viously trained on labelled acoustic model output to
allow it to label these outputs.

Recently, attempts have been made to incorpo-
rate features determined via discriminative meth-

ods into the ASR process. These attempts have led
to systems like Tandem systems (Hermansky et al.,
2000), where individual features are extracted from
the speech signal using a neural network, and then
used to train the GMMs for the acoustic models.
These systems have been proven to be effective for
speech recognition.

Due to the nature of HMMs, however, individ-
ual features are expected to be decorrellated from
each other. Features extracted by phonetic class
discriminations are inherently correlated, however,
both across time and within a single frame. The out-
put of a discriminative classifier outputting posterior
probabilities will also be highly correlated across a
single frame - a high probability of one particular
phone necessarily leads to low probabilities for other
phones. Tandem systems attempt to solve this prob-
lem by decorrelating the features through methods
such as principle components analysis.

Sequential Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
(Lafferty et al., 2001) are a mathematical model of
sequences like HMMs, but unlike an HMM, a CRF
makes no assumptions about the independence of its
observed features. Where an HMM attempts to have
a model of a distribution of the likelihood of the ob-
served features, a CRF takes these features as a given
and instead directly models the posterior probability
of a label sequence given the observations.

In this paper, we propose a simple CRF system
that uses the output of a discriminatively trained
neural network directly as input features. Prior work
in ASR using CRFs has been made in language mod-
elling (Roark et al., 2004) and in phone classifica-
tion (Gunawardana et al., 2005). Our work differs



from the work on phone classification in two ma-
jor ways: First, the work in (Gunawardana et al.,
2005) uses a set of observed features derived from
traditionally extracted features of the speech signal,
while our system uses features derived by running
these extracted speech features through a neural net-
work trained to associate speech features and pho-
netic labels. Second, the work on phone classifi-
cation involves finding the identity of a phone be-
tween two known boundary points, while this work
examines phone recognition – positing a sequence
of phones from the observed speech data including
transitions between phones. In our model, the tran-
sitions between phones (boundaries) are not explic-
itly modelled as features, which means that the sys-
tem must be able to have a means of hypothesizing
these hidden boundaries from those features that are
observed. Here we propose a simple method for
finding these hidden boundaries, and discuss some
future ideas on finding features that might help us
make these hidden transitions more explicit.

In the next section we discuss how our model is
defined in terms of extracted features and CRFs. In
the following section we discuss the experimental
setup used in our testing and some results from our
initial experiments. Finally, we discuss some direc-
tions we are proposing for future investigation.

2 CRFs and Discriminative Features

For our model, we begin by training a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) neural network on speech data
from the TIMIT acoustic phonetic corpus of speech
data (Garofolo et al., 1993). The TIMIT corpus is
a collection of speech data that has been labelled at
the phonetic level. Our MLP network is trained on
individual frames of speech data labelled with the
appropriate labels for the features we are trying to
examine. These labels might be as basic as the pho-
netic labels for each frame of data, or they might be
something more complex. Regardless of the labels,
we end up with a vector of posterior probabilities –
with one output for each possible label. These vec-
tors and their labels are used as input for training our
CRF model.

A CRF defines a posterior probabilityP (y|x) of
a label sequencey for a given input sequencex. For
our purposes, the input sequencex corresponds to a

series of frames of speech data, while the label se-
quencey is the phone label sequence assigned to the
input sequence. Each frame ofx is assigned exactly
one label iny.

A CRF is described by a series ofstate fea-
ture functionss(y,x, i) with corresponding weights
λ and a series oftransition feature functions
t(y, y′,x, i) with corresponding weightsµ. Herey
andy′ are labels,x is a sequence of observations,
andi an index pointing to a position in the sequence
x.

A state feature functionis only non-zero if the la-
bel y matches the label that the feature function is
defined for at timei and the observation sequencex
at timei shows evidence of a particular attribute that
the feature function is defined for. For our model,
the output of the state feature function is tied to the
result of the MLP output on the frame of speech that
we are observing. For example, we might have a
state feature function that is defined for the particu-
lar phone label /t/ that looks like this:

s(y,x, i) =
{

NNt(xi), if yi = t
0, otherwise

WhereNNt(xi) is the value output by the neural
network for the phone label /t/ on the speech frame
i used as input. We can see that this state feature
function will evaluate to some non-zero value when
our label is /t/ and the output of the MLP for that
frame of speech is itself non-zero.

Transition feature functions are defined in a sim-
ilar manner, but with a dependency on two labels
(the previous label and the current label) rather than
just the current label. The transition feature function
evaluates to a non-zero value only when the labels in
the sequence (yi andyi−1) match the labels defined
for the transition function (y andy′ respectively) and
some attribute in the data exists. In addition, in our
current model the transition feature functions do not
depend on the observed data. Instead, the transition
feature functions are binary, evaluating to 1 when
the transition between the frames is the transition de-
fined for the function, and 0 when it is not the tran-
sition defined for the function.

Given these feature functions, the form of the con-
ditional probability of a label sequencey over the
observed sequencex takes the form:



P (y|x) ∝ exp
∑

i

(S(x, y, i) + T (x, y, i)) (1)

where
S(x, y, i) =

∑
j

λjsj(y, x, i) (2)

and

T (x, y, i) =
∑

k

µktk(yi−1, yi,x, i) (3)

At testing time, we do not know whether a partic-
ular transition has occurred or not between a given
pair of frames. To deal with this, we postulate all
possible transitions and use the Viterbi algorithm to
find the transition path that maximizes equation (1).

3 Experimental Setup & Results

As described above, we used the TIMIT acoustic
phonetic speech corpus for all of our training and
testing. Phonetic features were extracted by train-
ing a set of multi-layer perceptron neural networks
(MLPs) using the ICSI QuickNet MLP neural net-
work software (et al., 2004). These neural networks
were trained on individual phone labels from the
TIMIT corpus, and for a given input produce an out-
put of 61 posterior probabilities. 12th order PLP fea-
tures plus delta coefficients centered on the current
frame were used as input to these MLPs.

In addition to phonetic labels, we have also looked
at the results of using phonological features as in-
put to our CRF system (Morris and Fosler-Lussier,
2006). Phonological features break an individual
phone down into its component parts based on the
manner and place of articulation the mouth uses
when forming the phone, whether the phone is a
vowel or a consonant, etc. These phonological fea-
tures are based on the definition of the Interna-
tional Phonetic Association (IPA) phonetic chart and
learned via the same MLP process as for the phone
labels. The breakdown of features used to describe
phones is given in Table 1.

As a baseline for comparison purposes, we com-
pared phone-level accuracies of the system to the
results given by a system built using the Tandem
model described in (Hermansky et al., 2000): a prin-
cipal components analysis is performed to decorel-
late the linear outputs of the MLP attribute detectors,

and the results are used as input to train a Gaussian-
based HMM. For these experiments, the Tandem
system was built using HTK (Young et al., 2002) and
trained on a modified version of the outputs from
our MLP system described above. For both of the
systems we used a reduced phoneme labelling for
TIMIT of 39 possible outputs instead of the full 61
phone labels as described in (Lee and Hon, 1989).

To build our conditional random fields models,
we used software derived from the Java CRF pack-
age on Sourceforge (Sarawagi, 2004). This package
(and the code that we derived from it) uses a quasi-
Newton LBFGS algorithm to perform the gradient
minimization used to train the maximum entropy
models. The training process as implemented was
based on the work done in (Sha and Pereira, 2003),
using their version of the forward-backward algo-
rithm to compute the gradient of the log-likelihood
for minimization.

Table 2 shows the results of our initial experi-
ments. We can see that the CRF system trained on
phone outputs from the MLP system achieves a re-
sult close to the result of the Tandem system trained
on the same set of outputs. It is important to note that
the Tandem system was trained and tested using a set
of triphones as its labelled data instead of the simple
monophones that the CRF system was trained on.
The CRF achieves accuracy results that are close to
the results obtained by the Tandem system, but with
no benefit of the explicit triphone context given to
the Tandem system.

The CRF model does show lower results in the
“Phone Correct” column than the Tandem systems
do. This is due to the fact that the CRF model as
implemented is much more conservative in its gen-
eration of output phones than the Tandem system
is. The Tandem model generates many more phones
than the CRF system does, causing it to get more
of these correct, while negatively impacting the ac-
curacy due to the overgeneration. The CRF system,
in contrast, is noticably undergenerating phones at
the moment – when the CRF postulates a phone,
it is more often right than the Tandem system, but
the Tandem system generates many phones in areas
where the CRF does not even propose a hypothesis.
This situation is controlled in the Tandem system by
a controllable penalty weight on the phone transi-
tions, but it is not yet clear to us how to make the



Table 1:Phonological features.

attribute possible output values

SONORITY vowel, obstruent, sonorant, syllabic, silence
VOICE voiced, unvoiced, n/a

MANNER fricative, stop, flap, nasal, approximant, nasalflap, n/a
PLACE lab., dent., alveolar, pal., vel., glot., lat., rhotic, n/a

HEIGHT high, mid, low, lowhigh, midhigh, n/a
FRONT front, back, central, backfront, n/a
ROUND round, nonround, roundnonround, nonroundround, n/a
TENSE tense, lax, n/a

Table 2:Phone accuracy comparisons.

Model Label Phone Phone
Space Accuracy Correct

Tandem (phones) triphones 67.32 73.81
CRF (phones) monophones 66.89 68.49

Tandem (features) triphones 66.85 72.42
CRF (features) monophones 63.84 65.45

Tandem (phones & features) triphones 66.80 73.54
CRF (phones & features) monophones 67.87 69.47

Tandem (phones & features) [top 39] triphones 67.85 73.34

analagous control for the CRF system, or if it might
be better to introduce more features in the observa-
tion to control for this problem instead.

Although the results for using the phonologi-
cal features alone are not quite as good, we note
a noticable improvement in the overall CRF re-
sult when the phonological features are combined
with the phonetic outputs. The improvement ap-
pears to come primarily in the fewer deletions that
the system makes when recognizing short vowels,
though the system improves somewhat for almost
all phones. Interestingly, the system deletes more
fricatives when both the phone classifiers and pho-
netic feature classifiers are used. More analysis and
testing of the CRF model needs to be performed to
determine what might be causing this. The Tan-
dem system, in contrast, does not improve when
the phonological and phonetic feature classifiers are
combined together – in fact, directly using all of
these features causes the system accuracy to de-
grade. If the top 39 dimensions of the principal
components analysis are used as input to the Tandem
system the results improve, but it is notable that the

CRF can make use of all of the features directly –
without a need to perform this kind of manipulation.

4 Discussion & Future Extensions

These results show some interesting capabilities for
using Conditional Random Field models for ASR.
With a simple model, we achieve results that are
comparable to those of an HMM using similar in-
put features. In addition, we have made no attempt
to impose extra parameters that the HMM makes use
of onto the CRF model like phone transition penal-
ties or a language model scaling factor. While pa-
rameters like these could be imposed on the model,
we feel that adding more information to the learn-
ing process itself may be a better way of tuning this
model. This is something we would like to explore
further.

Also, the model we have build implements only a
simple transition model – we are not making use of
any observed evidence to decide if a transition has
occurred or not. Despite this, our accuracy results
are still reasonable. We feel that finding a set of fea-
tures that provide transition evidence rather than just



state occupancy evidence is going to be important to
improving the capability of this model to generate
correct phone hypotheses. One idea we are currently
exploring is to incorporate delta values between ob-
served frames as transition features between those
two frames, giving the model both evidence that a
transition has occurred, as well as evidence of what
kind of transition has occurred. Another idea in-
volves incorporating the output of a classifier built
as a boundary detector into our system to give it a
direct observation of boundaries in the signal. We
have seen some success in incorporating this type of
boundary feature into an HMM model (Wang and
Fosler-Lussier, 2006), and we hope to get this im-
plemented and tested soon.

Finally, one of the strengths of the CRF model is
its ability to incorporate many different types of fea-
tures, many of which may be dependent on one an-
other. We would like to move beyond using just pho-
netic features and add in many different types of fea-
tures into our model. Speaker characteristics such
as speaking rate, gender, or dialect region have been
shown to improve pronunciation modeling (Fosler-
Lussier, 1999)inter alia, and might add informa-
tion to the model to allow us to better estimate the
state of a current speech frame, or the possibility of
a transition between frames. A measure of speak-
ing rate for the speaker, for example, that is used
as part of the transition feature functions to help us
determine when transitions occur would be a use-
ful addition to our model. As another example, an
indication of dialect region or gender may help us
identify subtle distinctions in how different phones
are realized, allowing us to better estimate the iden-
tity of the phone. We are also interested in seeing if
higher-level features might make an impact on our
CRF model. For example, if we had a good detec-
tor for syllabic boundaries, could we improve results
by adding this boundary information to our system?
Would adding stress or pitch measurements provide
any extra useful information to our system? These
are some of the questions we have started asking
with regards to the capabilities of this model.

Along these lines, we have performed some pre-
liminary naive experiments with adding a hidden
gender attribute to the models above, with no real
change in the results. We suspect that this is due
to the influence of the MLP feature extraction – the

MLPs are trained to be “gender neutral” and so may
be abstracting away the influence of gender from the
resulting detected features. More work needs to be
done here to see if creating gender-specific feature
detectors will enhance the system in any way, or if
the gender neutral MLPs are already performing as
well as we can expect.
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